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A new proof of the global existence theorem of
Klainerman for quasi-linear wave equations

Kunio HrnAlto and Kazuyoshi YoToYAMA

Abstract

We give a new proof of the global existence theorem of Klainerman for the Cauchy problem of

quasi-linear wave equations in space dimensions n ) 4. In addition to the Klainerman-Sideris

inequality, a space-time Z2-estimate plays a key role in the proof. We answer a question raised by

Metcalfe.

I Introduction

In this paper we consider the Cauchy problem for a system of quasi-linear wave equations

( 1 . 1 )
□ν=F(∂″,∂

2ν
)in R I″

subject to the smooth, compactly supported initial data

(1.2) ″(0)=メQ夕(0)=g。

(1.3)

Here and in the rest of this paper we mean by du (resp. O'u ) the set of all the first (resp. second)

derivatives of components of vector-valued function u: lRf '---- lR' ,  mlI.  We define the d'Alembert ian

I a s

□=diag ttl…□″)□1=チーイ△,
which acts on vector‐valued functiOns ク .  Since higher―order tcrrns have no influcnce over our conccrn

Of large―tirne existence of small―amplitude smooth solutions, we suppose that the nOnlincar term F is

quadratic in(∂ッ,∂
2″

)and linear in∂
2″. シve therefore assume the k―th comp9nent of the vcctor functiOn

F  t o  b e  o f t h e  f o r m  F l (∂″,∂
2″

) = Gた(″,″)十〃
た
(″,ク) , W h e r e

(1・O  Gた け,→=Σ Σ G∫'″γ(2クノ)(%∂/メ),〃
たし,→=Σ Σ〃∫

'″(Qツf)(レノ)
',ノ=l α,β,γ=0                                 ′ ,′=l α,β=0

(∂。=∂r)fOr real cOnstants G夕″γ,〃タイ。Sincc our proof is based on the energy integral method,we
naturally assume the syrnmetry condition

(1.5)            G∫ 'イγ=G∫'″=Gカプγ・

The commuting vector flelds lnethod ofJohn and Klainerman has brought a remarkable prOgress in the

theOry of large―time existence of small solutions to the Cauchy problem of nonlinear wave equations[3].

The theorem of Klainerman is the most fundamental in this research and it statcs global existence for

′≧4 and almost global existence for ′ =3 of small solutions to quadratic,quasi_linear wave equatiOns

[6].  The heart of the rnethod of Klainerman is the use of the Killing vector flelds and the radial vector
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Associated with the d'Alembert ian E given in (1.3), the energy is defined as

We also introduce two types of generalized energy as



will play an intermediate role in the energy integral argument below.

the notation r:lxland (l) :.,,fffi fo, a scalar or vector A. For

Here, and in what follows, we use

simplicity we often denote the

Zp (lK) -norm by ll ' llrl . The main theorem is stated as follows.

Theorern  1 .1 .  I * t  n>  4  andassut lu  (1 .4 ) - (1 .5 ) .  Le t6besmal lso tha t  0<d < I /2 ,and le t  I  be la rgesotha t

There exists a positioe constant e with the following propert2: If the initial data satisf2 A|2 (u(O)) < e, then there exists

a unique, srnooth global (in time) solution fo (1.1)-(1.2). It satisf'es

Remark. The quantityE|/2(zr(0))depends on the size of the initial data (f,g). Indeed, for sufficiently

small  data (f ,d at t=0 we can calculate the derivatives of the solut ion z at t=0 up to the /-th

order by using the equation (1.1). In this way we can expl ici t ly determine nl 'z(u(O)).

It was a key point in [1] that weak decay estimates of the L*(D,)-norms are compensated for by those

of the L'(D,) -norms. On the other hand, we find in Section 6 that space-time I -estimates, which

follow from the integrability estimate of the local energy, play a role as an alternative to the time decay

estimates of the L'(D,) -norm. As a remarkable result, the number of vector fields .S can be limited to

at most one in the definition (1.8) of the generalized energy E,(u(t)) which is employed in the a priori

estimate of local solutions. This is in accordance with the thought in a recent paper of Keel, Smith and

Sogge t5]. In that paper the method of vector fields is shown efficient in the proof of almost global

existence of small solutions to initial-boundary value problems for quasi-linear wave equations in a three

space dimensional domain exterior to a star-shaped obstacle with a compact, smooth boundary if the

number of vector fields S is limited to at most one. In this paper we consider the Cauchy problem for

quasi-linear wave equations in space dimensions n ) 4 and we get the same result of global existence as

the theorem of I(lainerman. The main point of this paper is that the operator involved. in our proof is

somewhat restricted. Namely, we mainly use the generators of translations and spatial rotations (A,O)

and we use the generator of dilation S with only a single power. The authors have the hope that our

present analysis will offer some insight into the study to prove global existence of small solutions to

quasi-linear wave equations in an exterior domain of space dimensions n > 4 .
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We organize this paper as follows. In the next section some Sobolev-type inequalities and space-time

Z2 -estimates are presented. Section 3 is devoted to the weighted 12 -estimate of local solutions. In

Section 4 we carry out the energy integral argument for the higher-order energy, and space-time

Z2 -estimates of local solutions are given in Section 5. In the final section we obtain a temporally uniform

estimate of the lower-order energy and hence complete the proof of the main theorem.

2 Prelirninaries

In addition to the well-known facts

lA,,

we shall need the following Sobolev-type inequalities.

Lernrna 2.1. Let a = 0,1,...n and j :1,2,...,m.

(I) Let n > 3 . The inequality

(r)tu/zt-t k,, - r)la*ui (r, 
")l 

< cEI',|+,fu(t)) + cMlnrzl*r@(t))

holds.

(2) Let n = 4 and 0 < d <l/2. The inequalit2

(2.9) (r>'*ola,ut (t, i l< cE'i ' fuU))

holds.

(3) Suppose n>5. Theinequalit lt

(2.+) (ry@rzt-tla"ut (r, 
")l 

< cEl,,ia.r@(t))

holds.

Proof. This lemma has been proved in Hidano [1]. f

Remark. After completing this work, the authors knew that Metcalfe, Nakamura and Sogge proved an

exterior-domain analogue of (2.2) and they used it as one of their key tools in the proof of global existence

of small solutions to the initial-boundary value problem in a domain exterior to an obstacle. See [10]

[ 1 1], and [ 1 2]. See also the review art icle of Sogge [ 18].

As is mentioned in Introduction, the following space-time Z2 -estimate also plays an interrnediate role

in our energy integral argument.

Lernrna 2.2. Let n>1, d>0 and let (f ,S) =E(lR')xS(lR').  Suppose that v so/oes the Cauchlt problern

!y = G,v(0) = f, 0,v(0) = g . Then the estimate



theorem for quasi-linear wave equatlons

Illt")-.'"'o 
u"ull,,*R" R.,)( c(llv"f llt + llgllr' )

or  n>3.  I t  is  a lso poss ib le  by the Duhamel  pr inc ip le  to  show that  the so lu t ion v : (0 ,m)x lR '

3v = G with zero data at t  =0 satisf ies

Tu [16] .  Note that

I

far o > 2. Then, for

Since weighted Z2 -norms M rfu@) appear on the right-hand side of the Sobolev-type inequality

presented in the previous section, it is necessary to bound M,(u(t)) by n|'? 1u1t11 for the completion of

the energy integral argument. The next crucial inequality, which is due to Klainerman and Sideris, is

the starting point of our proof.

Lernrna 3.1 (Klainerrrran-sideris inequality). Assume o 22 and n>-Z . The inequalit2

M,(u(t)) < cE':' fu@)* cI I ll(r + ")tr*r'uo(r)11,,
holds for an2 smoothfunction ar : JRf*'-+ JR' if the right-hamd side is finite.

Proof. See Lemma 3.1 of I{.lainerman and Sideris [8] and Lemma 7 .1 of Sideris and

their proof is obviously valid for all n > 2 .

Following Sideris [15] and Hidano [1], we prove a couple of lemmas.

Lernrna 3.2.  Let  u be a smooth solut ion of  (1.1)-(1.2).  Set o '= [ (o - l ) /2]+lnl2l+2

al l  la l< o -2

Proof. We may focus on the estimate of the Lz -norrn of llft f ou r because we can treat that of

r]ol"u* in a similar way. Set p=l(o-l)/21. By (1.4) it i i  necessary to estimate the contribution

from the quasi-linear parts

a'f 'r=o

as well as the contribution from the semi-linear parts



On the other hand, for lc l  < p-1,  we have only to exchange the roles which OoTbu'(r)and ApArT"ui( t )

have played in (3.6). The proof of Lemma3.2 has been completed.

Lernrna 3.3. Let n > 4 and let I be large so that
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Set F = I -ln/2]-2. There exists a small, positiae constant eowith the following propert2: Suppose that, for a local

smooth solution u of (1.1) - (1.2), the supremum of nI'?(u(t)) on an interaat (0, ttr) is sufficientl2 srnall so that

M,(u(t)) < CEI'' (u(t)), 0 < t < T

hold with a constant C independent of T .

Remark. This lemma is actually valid for any

(3 11) i l l l . l i l .
L z  )  L2 )

We have assumed (3.7) for the later use.



Proof. Set

o' =l'='.l. [+l +2, t' = [+l *11]*2.
L2 ]Lz -J  L2JLzJ

Employing Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 with o = /J, we see

(3.r2) uufui l )<cE": ' (u(t))*ci I  l l t r+r) f*T'uo(r)11,,
k=t lal<P*z

< cE',:'@(t)) + cEtl2 @(t)) El'? fu(il + cM ,,(u(t)) Ey'z fuU))

< cE'/'(u(t)) + ceoElf2 (u(t)) + ce oM o,fuUD,

which yields (3.9). Taking account of a simple but crucial inequali ty l t ' ! l ' !p{ l  ,  we see that

Er(u( t ) ) t  Eofu@),  M, , (u( t ) )3Mofu@)<CEt: ' (u( t ) ) ,  0< t  <T andtherefore

M ,(u(t)) < cEl'' (u(t)) . ct Z, ||(l + r)ro Y uo (r)ll ,,
k=r lal<t-z

< cE|'' (u(t)) + cEl,'z (u(t)) gl'' (u(t)) + cM ,,(u(t)) n]/'z1u1t7l

< cEl' '  @(t))+ ceoE)/2(u(r)),

which leads us to  (3 .10) .

4 Energy estirnates I. Higher-order energy

The main result of this section is the following proposition.

Proposition 4,1, Let n>4 and suppose that I is large so that (3.7) holds. Set p=l-lnlzl-z. Suppose

that initial data of a local solution to (1.1)- (1.2) satisf1 n)''? @QD < e for a sufficientl2 small e such that 2e < eo

(see (3.8) for es). Let To be the supremum of all T > A for which the unique local solution satisfies

n t i ' z @ @ ) 1 2 e , 0 < t  < 7 .

z]/ '  (u(t)).  2El ' ' (a(0)) (1 + r)c", 0 < t <To-

Remark. Suppose [ < m . By the continuity of EI'? fu(t)) on [0, fo ] as well as the definition of 7o we

see that the maximum of El2 (u(t)) on the closed interval [0, Io ] is 2e . In the last section it will be

shown that ntl'(utt)) < Ze on the interval 0 < I < 76, which is the contradiction and hence means that

the local solution actually exists for any length of time.

ProoJ The proof is in line with the previous works [16], [1]. Note that the following calculations are

valid on the interval 0 < I < fo. Introducing the modified energy



(see Sideris and Ttt [16] on page +B+). Since it easily follows from the Sobolev embedding that

for the small solution z satisfying (4.1), we may be free to replace the norm A!2@(t)) with ntJt@0) in the

estimates below. Set q =ll/21. We start with the estimate of the first term on the right-hand side of

(4.4) which is the contribution from the quasi-linear part.

Quasi-Iinear part. lVe separate two cases: lbl < q or lcl < q -l .

Caselbl< q.  I f  f  '  contains the operator S ,  then we have by (2.3) -  (2.+)

< c(tl-' EI, @@) E;/, fu@).

If fa does not contain ,S , then we obtain by (2.2)

(+.7) lla,ruu' .AoOrl"uillr,

< c(r)-'ll1';(",r - rla,f o u'll,"llara,r"rtll,,

< c(/ ) 
- t 

@l'ul,'r, rr',, (u (t)) + M p1*y n, r1., fu G))) n,' /,1, l, tt ))

< c(t)-' EI'z @(t)) n]'21u1t11.

Case lrl< q -1. If f '  contains S , then we easily have

(4.8) lla,ruu' .ao1rf"uillr,

< c(tl-'lla,rur' ll,,ll(") kit - rl0oo,r' ,'ll.*

< c(t1-t a|/'(u(t)) @tilr,rurfu@) + M q+tnlzt+r(u(il)

< c(t)-' n)/'?(u(t)) z'|'ztu(t)).

If fD does not contain,s, then we see, noting lbl< I -Z in this case,

(4.9) lla,ruu' .ooorr"uillu



I f  f ,  does not contain S, then we get, using (2.2),

a)'' (u(t)) < zgl'' (a(o)Xt + t)c'

Conclusion of the proof. Using the equivalence (+.5), we have from (4.6) - (4.1 1)

(+.rz) EiUUll< ce(r)- '  E,fu(t)),  a < t <70,

which yields
1 -
!n,fuUD < E,(u(t)) < E,(u(0))(1+ t)c'  < 2E,(a(O)Xl + t)c'  ,
n  r '
L

5 Space-tirne Z2 -estirnates

What makes a crucial difference between the two proofs of [1] and the present paper is a use of temporal
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integrability estimates of the local solution. We shall employ Lernrna 2.2 to prove the following

proposition which plays a key role in the estimate of the lower-order energy in the final section.

Proposition 5.1. Let 6 > 0 . Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 4.1the local solution satisf.es

I I ll(")t"''-' ooTo ullr,,,o,,,.o, < cE'l:,e) + ce(t)'u, 0 < t <To
a=0 lalsp

ar'- l<1

for constants C independent of e .

Proof. By Lemma2.2 we may focus our effort on the estimate of

(5-2) 
7 ",rr.rl4* follu,ruu' (r) ' oolrl'ut G)ll r,dr.

a'F'Y=o lb,.-r*",,-rrl

If f '  contains S , we see by noting lrl< tt - l

(5.3) lla"ruu'k).opo,f "ui (')l lr.,

< C(r)-' l l l^rou'(r)11., l l("Xr, r - r)AoarYui(r)ll.-

s c( r) 
-r 

z,t {,?r, tu t )1 (Elf'a,, zt.rfu (t)) + M 1"1*1,, rr-, (u( r) ) )

< c(r)-t  E,(u(r)).  C(r)-t* '"  E,(u(o)).

Ffere we have made use of Lemma 2.1 at the second, Lemma3.3 at the third, and Proposit ion 4.1 at the

last inequali ty.

On the other hand, i f  f  e does not contain S, i t  is easy to obtain

(5.4) lla,rou' (r) . 1r1rT',i (t)ll r,

< C(r)- ' l l(r)(c,r - r) A"Tuu' (r)l lr- l laoA,,T'ui(r)l lr,

< c (tl-' (Elf1=.1,, ry, (u kD + M p,1*7n r zr-,-, (r( t) ) ) E l!1, (u (r))

< c(r)- '  E,(uk)). c(r)- '*t '  E, (u(o)).

Combining (5.3)- (5.4) with (5.2), we f ind that the estimate of (5.2) is continued as

( 5 . 5 )  . . . <  C t ( t ) ' u  ,  ,  < T o .

The estimate of

(5 .6 )
n

vy
/-t /-/

a,F=o lbl+lclsp
br. -1 +cr,-1<l

remains to be done. But i t  is obvious that the arguments in (5.3)-(5.4) are st i l l  val id for the estimate of

(5.6). We have therefore f inished the proof of Proposit ion 5.1. t ]

6 Energy estirnates II. Lo'wer-order energy

Let To be the time defined in (4.1). Suppose To 1 *. The last section is devoted to the proof of the first

inequal i ty  o f  (1 .12)  for  O<t1To,  which completes the proof  o f  Theorem 1.1 (see Remark be low

- 1 0 -
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Proposition 4.1). Our consideration starts with the standard inequality

(6.1) El'z fuUD < E',:'(a(o)) * c I llr" rpu,6'dllz1(o,r;zz(nd1)
t:,t,ll;'

for F = I -ln/21-2 as before. It is necessary to estimate the contributions from quasi-linear terms

(6'2) i r', ,u,.,r*-, Lllu.''u'(t)'o,o'r'uj 1'1ll"dr
i ' j -- t  a'P'Y=l

br-1+cr,1<l

and from semi-linear terms

(6.s) i f,, ,,,.,F,_, f,llu".'utk)-ooruik)lluar.
i ' i=1 d'B=l 

by-1*cr,-1Kl

Set co = min{ci :  j  =1,2,.. . ,m} for the propagation speeds. Dividing (6.2) into three pieces

(6.4) I fiilu"r 
ou'(r). lod,r"ui k)llu dr

* | l'il ...llL,q,."o,i,,dr +l lit ... llr1,,,,,r2;dr

: I t * I , + I ,

we begin  wi th  the est imate o f  I r .  I f  f ' conta ins,S,  we see for  0  < d  < l /2

(6.5) l la"ruu'k).0BO,r'ui (r)11r,,,."n"r,

< (r)-' ll {r)t"''-' oor b u' ir) llr. ll {r)""'.u (r, r- r)dr a,T' u i lr) ll*

by modifying the

(6.6)

. c (r)-t*" E)''(zr(o) ) ll (") 
-""'-u 

6ol h u' rt)ll r,

computation in (5.3). On the other hand, i f  fb does not contain S, we have

ll a" r u u' (r) . o oo rt' u t (dll u,,.",,, r,

< (r)-' ll(r)""'-'u (r,,- r)o.T o 
"' @ll *ll(t)-""'-' ooorr" u i tr)ll.,

. c(r)-'t'" E|'(z(o))ll(")-",''-u o',lrf "uj tr)llr.

as in (5.4). With the help of a useful technique of the dyadic decomposition of an interval as in Sogge

[17]  (see [17]  on page 363) ,  we obta in

where we have abused

crucial role.

For the estimate of

< Ce2Ztzt  S?1/2)+ce 1 Ce'  ,
j=0

the notation to mean 7o bV 2N+1

lrwe separate two casesr lbl < l/21

This is the place where Proposition 5.1 plays a

or lcl<11,/Zl-t .  I f  lbl<l/21, then we get

- i l -



. c(r)-'-u'lla"ruu'(r)llr, ll(r)"u' aoarT'u j (r)llr. < ce2 (r!a-a'*c'

as in (6.8). Since e is sufficiently small, .I, is estimated as

(6. t0) I, t cez 
I* 

(")-t-u'*" d, ! cez .

Finally, it is easy to see I, 1 Ce2, and we have shown that the estimate of (6.3) is continued as

( 6 . 1  1 )  .  . .  <  C e z

for a constant C independent of e. Obviously the computations in (6.4)-(6.11) are sti l l  valid for the

estimate of (6.3), and we have therefore proved

nl 'z  (u( t ) ) (  a  + c t ' ,  o  < t  < T,

Since e is suff iciently small ,  we can conclude El '?fu@)<3e/2 on the interval [0, fo].  The proof of the

first inequality of ( 1. 12) has been finished.
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